Haplotype block and superblock structures of the alpha1-adrenergic receptor genes reveal echoes from the chromosomal past.
A significant proportion of the human genome is contained within haplotype blocks across which pairwise linkage disequilibrium (LD) is very high. However, LD is also often high between markers at more remote distances, and within different haplotype blocks. Here, we evaluate the origins of haplotype block structure in the three genes for alpha1 adrenergic receptors (alpha1-AR) in the human genome ( ADRA1A, ADRA1B and ADRA1D) by genotyping dense single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) marker maps, and show that LD signals between distant markers are due to the presence of extended haplotype superblocks in individuals with ancient chromosomes which have escaped historic recombination. ARs mediate the physiological effects of epinephrine and norepinephrine, and are targets of many therapeutic drugs. This work has identified haplotype backgrounds of alpha1-AR missense variants, haplotype block structures in US Caucasians and African Americans, and haplotype tag SNPs for each block, and we present strong evidence for ancient haplotype block superstructure at these genes which has been partially disrupted by recombination, and evidence for reinstatement of linkage disequilibrium by subsequent recombination events. ADRA1A is comprised of four haplotype blocks in US Caucasians, while in African Americans Block 1 is split. ADRA1B has four blocks in US Caucasians, but in African Americans only the first two blocks are present. ADRA1D has two blocks in US Caucasians, and the first block is replaced by two smaller blocks in African Americans. For both ADRA1A and ADRA1B, haplotype superstructures may represent a novel, higher-level hierarchy in the human genome, which may reduce redundancy of testing by further aggregation of genotype data.